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Anti-warnicks Try New Tack
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) Many opponents of the war in Viet
Nam, unable to change American
policy through d_emonstrations
and political campaigns, are now
trying to shut oft' the manpower
source of the U.S. military-the
draft.
About 70 anti-draft groups
have been formed around the
country and many other radical
groups, such as Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS) and
the Spring Mobilization for Peace,
are planning efforts against the
draft.
Some anti-draft oi·ganizers are
urging aU draft-age men to file
for conscientious objector status
and refuse to sign the disclaimer
of membership in subversive
groups. Both &ctions can delay induction for months. Through these
tactics the draft groups hope to
slow up Selective Service operations.
To Decide End
Others hope the draft resistance movement wili provide a
confrontation which will make
the public think about the young
men who are fighting the war and
thus decide to end it.
October 16 is a major target
day for the draft resistance movement. SDS is making plans for a
Process Research
The world's largest and most
modern laboratory specializing in
research on processing of nickel
ores is operated by International
Nickel at Sheridan Park, near
Toronto, Ontario.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING BATES:

national anti-draft day on that
date. A group of men called the
Resistance, based in Berkeley,
Calif., will hand in their draft
cards. They are working with
groups around the country and
hope as many as 2,000 men will
join them.
One of them, Baxter Garcia,
says members of the group, all
actively involved in anti-war efforts, decided there was a contradiction in their opposing the
war while failing "to disassociate ourselves completely from
those institutions linked to the
war effort," such as the draft.
Deferments Opposed
Naturally, the Berkeley group
is opposed to deferments. "l-egal
draft alternatives are kept within the reach of elite groupsgood students, those who are able
to express objection to all war on
religious grounds, and those with
the money to hire good lawyers,"
says Steve Hamilton of the Berkeley group.
Yet most other draft groups,
many of whose members are
themselves non-cooperators, attempt to advise young men on
alternatives to the draft. They
band our leaflets at induction
centers, hire lawyers to advise
conscientious objectors as well
as non-cooperators, and set up
centers to advise people who want
to avoid the draft. A Wisconsin
group has developed a card which
will fit into a wallet containing
information on the draft.
Other groups, such as the
Washington, D.C., union, are conducting demonstrations, On July
4 a group of young men picketed
the homes of Selective Service
Director Lewis B. Hershey and
members of the Washington draft
board. The theme of the demon-

stration was, "You'r!! sending me
out to die. I want to m~Jet you."
St11tement Sent
But the effort aaginst the draft
is not confined to these :few
groups. Late last month a group
of 200 college student body presidents and editors sent a state.
ment to President Johnson prediciting mass defiance of the draft
if he does not reverse U.S. policy
on Viet Nam. The letter also included a petition signed by 10,000
draft-age students from nine colleges, including 70 per cent of
the Amherst senior class and 50
per cent of the Yale student body.
Nor is the anti-draft effort
confined to student groups. Many
churches and other groups have
been setting up centers to advise
conscientious
objectors.
And
many civil :rights leaders have
urged Negroes not to go because
of alleged discrimination in the
draft. This has not had a noticeable effect yet but the conviction
of boxer Muhammed Ali for draft
evasion may change that. One
draft resistance worker says
most young blacks are now opposed to the draft.
Caution Is Used
A major problem for the antidraft movement is to avoid a
public reaction that is the reverse
of what they want. While polls
says most people think the draft
is inequitable, a majQrity apparently· dQ not think it should be
abolished and they regard noncooperation as unpatriotic.
So far the draft resistance
movement hasn't brought the
Selective Service System to a
grinding halt.
Arnie Cohn of the Wisconsin
Draft Resistance Union says
Selective Service "hasn't even recognized that there is a resistance

movement.'' Cohn argues that
"the illusion that millions of men
are needed to effect change must
be abandoned. Large numbers are
not the answer." Cohn says draft
resistance groups should organize
themselves like guerrilla bands
and wo~:k together through a
loose structure.
But others bope large numbers
of young men will ref11se induction and gG to jail, "When the
j&ils start ov.erflowing, people
will start thinking twice about
the draft and the war," says one.
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The Spanish-speaking resident of New Mexico, with the potential of becoming a tremendous asset to our country, is a cultural resource which has been left largely
untapped in the past.
complete mastery of their lanFor an insight into how to make guage but they continue to proUS!! of this great resource this gress through their reading and•
interview was conducted with Mr. writing experiences, Pascual said.
Henry Pascual, director of forHe added that another basic
eign languages for the New Mex- 'Problem has been the question of
ico Department of Education,
whether the curriculum should be
Pascual cited several factors oriented toward the national lanwhich at present prevent the guage or the mother tongue, His
Spanish-speaking New Mexican solution would be to examine inchild from developing a normal dividual cases and 'put each stufluency in even one language.
dent in a different program.
Many Factors Involved
Spanish Emphasized
Sociological, linguistic, and
"The child who knows very
economic factors all play a very little English would be taught
important part in determining initially in SpaJ\ish c'Y~th English
how adequately the Spanish- as a foreign langu!lf.e," he exspeaking child· will use his lang- plained.
' ;: · ·: ··
uage gifts.
"The curriculwri t would even·
The present attempts in bi- tually progress into more and
lingual projects should be focused more emphasis on English but a
toward the linguistic factor for definite program would continue
it is the easiest to work with in in Spanish literacy," Pascual
the classroom situation, Pascllal added.
··
said.
"A more common case, however,
The tremendous range in com- is the child who speaks somepetence in both English and thing of both languages. In this
Spanish that a child may have instance the teacher should first
No. 7 Summer schools
when bemakes
entersthethe
elementary
situation
even work with English, overcoming
barriers in 'Pronunciation and cormore difficult. Different cultural re('.t speech patterns. Only then
and economic backgrounds pro- should a program be established
vide the child with varying de- in basic Spanish literacy," he
grees of opportunity and motiva- said.
tion to learn the two languages,
Advances Will Be Made
he said.
Pascual feels that bi-lingual
2 Types Cited
education in New Mexico will be
Pascual described two types of making tremendous advances in
bi-lingualism found in New Mex- the near future.
ico:
The American Bi-lingual Edu"Co-ordinate bi-lingualism in- cation Act, now before Congress,
home o~ the Double Discovery
]lrogram. Students of all races volves an individual with two with Senator Joseph R. Montoya
and backgrounds who have scored completely developed systems of (D.-New Mex.) as co-sponsor,
well on IQ or similar tests but commuication which are kept Will hopefully provide money to
have done poorly in certain sub- separate and function fully in establish true bi-lingual proterms of audio-lingual fluency grams in the public schools.
ject areas are selected for the
and
complete literacy," he said.
Another big obstacle, that of
program.
"Compound bi-lingualism in- training teachers, is also being
Double Discovery combines
study with recreation and just volves two systems of communi- overcome, Pascual said. American
plain getting along with other cation interdependent upon each colleges, formerly unable to train
people. The teachers are mostly other. The individual who has teachers for this highly specialundergraduates, and a few grad this type of bi-lingualism has a ized field, have begun to show a
limited communication ability in great deal of interest, he said.
students are helping.
two languages. His thought patMutual Discovery
UNM lias Courses
terns and speech patterns show
UNM
now offers three courses
The program is thus called symptoms of both languages,"
in the education college specifiDouble Discovery be,cause teach· he added.
cally designed to cope with the
ers and students diScover each
Compound inN. M.
problem presented by bi-lingual
other and the problems that are
The
latter
type,
compound
biteaching
situations.
to be faced.
.
.
(Continued On Page 3)
Th~ parks .I?r~vtde varted re• lingualism, is very often the case
creat10nal famhties, but not near- in New Mexico, Pascual said.
The aim of bi-lingual education
ly enough. A local policeman patrolling the southwest edge of in New Mexico should be to over·
Harlem near the Columbia cam- come compound bi-lingualism and
pus says, ''we will always have to institute a complete fluency in
kids on the streets and the kind two languages, he said.
He added that English would
of trouble you expect in any
remain the dominant language
large city.
"But the summer isn't hot and since it is already the national
no one seems discontented enough language but that fluency in
Nature owns much of whatto start tr·ouble so I don't tht'nk Spanish should be achiuved as
ever in life is full of beauty and
we will have ;ny difficulty this well.
The biggest problem, of course, meaning, Dr. Wayne C. Eubank
summer."
is
just how to go about attaining said Monday night in describing
But norte the less the New York
police force prides itself on "be· bi-lingual fluency. Henry Pascual his love of big-game hunting in
ing prepared.'' If large-scale riot- has some exciting and perceptive Africa and India.
Dr. Eubank, chairman of the
ing does break out in some sec- ideas that he has been using and
UNM
speech department, addreswill
continue
to
use
with
bi-ting·
tion of town, the regular police
an
audience at the summer's
sed
ual
programs.
block oft' the area while a specsixth
Lecture
Under the Stars.
Skills
Are
Decoding
ially trained task force moves in
"The
real
sportsman
is moved
"The natural sequence of lan•
to quiet the rioting and secure the
what
he
sees
and
feels
deeply
by
guage-learning
in
a
school
situaarea.
.
in
nature,"'Dr.
Eubank
said.
Na·
tion
involves
first
understanding,
No one m New Jersey or New
ture
is
a
simple
and
primitive
writthen
speaking,
reading,
and
York is sure what will come· out
world made exciting by the con~
of t~e .·rebellion. Peop~e are stpl ing, The teacher must first ascer- tinuing
fight. for sur\'ival, he
worrted curfews are 1n effect tn tain the degree of competence
. •
.
.•
said.
that
the·
child
has
in
both
langmany .Ne~ Jersey co~mu!'itles,
Dr. Eubank listed five animals- "
and thts City watches w1th smcere uages," Pascual said.
which he calls the Big Five, those
"He
should
then
try
to
improve
concern.
the audio-lingual competence of ~hich "fight back": the leopard,
--~b--0-the child. Reading and writing bon, buffalo, rhio, and elephant,
skills will logically follow. 'These Cats are the "most fascinating
two skills are nothing more than and dangerous animals,'' he said.
a decoding process where the Buffalo kill more humans than
child transfers the written page any o:£ the others.
Dr. Eubank came to UNM from
An exhibit of drawings by Leo• into his own audiolingual experithe University of Florida in 1949.
nardo da Vinci will open at the ence," Pascual said,
He has been national president
·UNM Union Gallery on July 31
Mastery Not Needed
of
Tau Kappa Alpha, speech honand continue through August.
"Reading and writing should
orary,
and -of Delta Sigma Rh1>1
To celebrate the 500th anniver- not be held back .with the excuse
sary of the birth of da Vinci, that the child is 'not ready." A forensics honoratf. He has also
UNESCO assembled the elehibit complete mastery of vocabulary served as president of the Westin 1952, The prints form the larg- and grammar is not a prerequi- ern Speech Association.
Dr. Eubank spoke in the abest single collection of drawings site for learning other language
sence
of the scheduled lecturer,
by Leonardo the artist, as oppos- skills," he added.
ed to Leonardo the scientist or
Many English-speaking college UNM Visiting Professor of
, engiheer.
·
, , , , , , students ha.ve. not yet attained a American Studies Hans Schild~ ·
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JamesA.Kennedy

N.J. Riots Viewed

~~~~~~~M~~~~~!. By Lobo Reporter

a .former UNM student,_ and his
wife Martha are ba<;k m Albu9ue~q~e after spendmg a year
1n Chicago.
His wife will attend UNM in
tthe fall, while he will work in
the local peace movement and
continue writing for the "National Guardian" and "The Movement," left-wing newspapers. In
addition, Kennedy said he might
become the field secretary 1>f the
Students for a Democratic Society.
Has Left DuBois Club
Kennedy stated tbat he has
left the w.E.B. DuBois club. "I
am now committed to SDS. I believe that the new left-wing can
grow, while the old left-w!ing
cannot
" · .
.
!3~S IS. a throwback to old
soctahsm hke t~e Eu~ene Debs
era. We are afraid of big gover~ment and therefore we want 1t
de-centralized. We are also for
t~e rights of the individu!'I. I bel1eVc that SDS can and Will grow.
'Ye app.eal to st~dents w~o. are
dissolus10ned With traditional
America,'' Kennedy continued.
Has Lost Conservatism
Kennedy explained that the
main reason SDS has moved to
the extreme left is that ''the
peace movement has lost its conservatism Students have found
out that protest marches can only
achieve a certain amount of suecess. Complete success can only
be gained through more local organization like the grass-roob
committee~."

overage price $1 .SO

GROUND FLOOR

A Sl\WULDERING, FLAME·
LESS fire destroyed or damaged
about $400 worth of biological
equipment Wednesday in Room
112A of the old wing of the
UNM Biology Building. The fire
started when a spark from a
second-floor workman's torch
ignited combustible material in
the ceiling of the first floor. The
fire also damaged a display case
and the air-conditioning system
being installed in the room.
Worl> on the old wing .is ex"
11ected to be completed ill.' S.eptember when the addition to the
Biology Building win· be opened.
(Lobo Photo by Pawley)
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ROOM and BOARD for college students.
Co-educational, freedom and privacy,
w•ll·to·wall carpeting, heated swimming
pool, good food, color TV lmd etudy
lounges. As low u •20.95 a week for
room and hoard. 'l'he College Inn, 303
Ash, N.E. 243-2881.
PERSONALS
CaU I)AVlDBALL far an Im»ort ar
Sports Car. IMPORTS LTD. 315 Wyom·
ing SE. 265·60(8, 7/21, 28 : 8/4.
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'
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Asked whether he thought the
current race riots were Communist-backed, Kennedy said, "the
race riots are indicative of the
sickness of our society. They are
not Communist-backed, but instead, are born out of frustration
and deprivation. The people in
the poverty sections all over America need to have more of a Voice
in governing their own affairs.
Poor Have Pride
"Wou1dn1t it be much better to
have the people from a poverty
section conduct their own affairs
than to have some highly paid
white man come into their coni•
munity and tell them what to do?
The poverty-stricken have pride
and that is something that White
America doesn't seem to understand.
"

. . . .. . . .
'

Editor's note: Nooley Reinheard!, sports editor of The Lobo
last semester, is in the New York
area this summer working for
Boys' Life, Newsweek, and other
national publications participating in the first annual Maga:l:ine
Internship Program. He is one of
two interns chosen from UNM.
This story is a "random and
somewhat general" description
of the summer atmosphere ill
New York and New Jersey, Reinheardt writes.
BY NOOLEY REINHEARDT
NEW YORK (July 22) -As
you look across the Hudson River
into New Jersey it is hard to rl;!alize that more than a score of peopie have already died there in
violent raeial rioting.
It is also hard for this city,
with little history of racial
trouble, to comprehend what happened in Newark and Plainfield
and appears to be spreading
across the state and the nation.
Newark, only minutes from this
city and a few miles inland from
the Hudso·n t's now experi'enct'ng
the afterm~th of the rebellion.
Businesses are closed and people are leaving the city almost
faster than they can be counted.
New Jersey Is Uneasy
Trouble is threatening in
New BrunsWick and Englewood
and the rest of the state is uneasy.
But across the river in New
York the problem seems far away
-at least people certainly want
it to seem far away. This sprawling metropolitan center has little
outward fear of outbreaks· this
summer.
Mayor John Lindsay calls New
York a "summer festival/' which
is an obvious exaggeration, but
the city is doing much to keep its
residents occupied.
In the city's large municipal
parks, which may have been the
saviors of the city, there are free
concerts and plays weekly that
draW' enormous audiences.
Students Aided
Tlie Double Discovery program,
sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity, takes up some
of the slack and offers "bright,
but slow'' stuilents from New
York's high shcools a chance to
catch up on their work.
Columbia, which New York appears
immensely
prpud
· of,. is the
,
.
,
'
I

Eulronk Describes
Big-Gome Hunting':·

Dra·w·lngs y a v,·nc·l
.
w·tll Be Shown Soon

I
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Summer Fare Sullering From Drought

SUMMER APPEARS to be the off-season at UNM. The
Union cafeteria is as crowded as ever, the bowling balls and
toppling pins still thunder in the Games Area, and the fountain on the mall seems to have died from an overdose of
soapsuds.
About 5000 students are attending the Summer Session,
and part of their activity fees is being spent in an effort
to provide them with entertainment and stimulation. Fulltime staff~ are laboring in the Administration Building, the
Union Activities Center, and the Fine Arts Center-not to
mention The Lobo's office.
The result of all this work is called Summer Fare '67, but,
judging by student response, the program has not succeeded
in providing said entertainment and stimulation.
A good example is the attendance at the Lectures Under
the Stars, one of the highlights of Summer Fare. Audiences
at most of the lectures have numbered over 100, but rarely
are there more than two dozen UNM students.
Few of the other programs have enjoyed great response,
although an effort has been made to provide a variety of
activities ranging from old~time movies to finger-painting
lessons. The most popular events seem to be the Wednesday
night dances and last week's Hootenanny.
THE SUMMER LOBO is financed by the Summer Fare
program, and it too is suffering from the drought. Every
Friday for six weeks, 4000 copies of The Lobo have been
distributed on campus. As far as we know, they have all
blown off to the West Mesa.
It is easy to blame everything on the apathy which supposedly reigns at UNM. Perhaps students are impossible to
please. Perhaps they refuse to learn, to think, to feel anything outside of the classroom. Probably they are studying
hard to accumulate a few extra hours. Probably they are
working at a part-time job. Many of them are housewives,
businessmen, and school teachers returning to college to
fulfill their own interests or to obtain advanced degrees.
Many of them, even the younger undergraduates, live, work,
and play off-campus. Perhaps many of them would rather
attend a dance or a movie than a lecture or bridge lesson. If
so, they should say so.
IT IS TIME to ask whether the entire UNM summer program is serving any worthwhile purpose. Students pay for
the activities provided and if the existing program is to be
beneficial the students must support it. If they aren't interested it is up to them to initiate changes. There is no point in
wasting energy and money on something no one wants.

DON'T LOOK BACK. Bob Dylan, you don't want to be analy~
zed, right? That's tough. Because
we're thinking about you and
"Don't Look :Back," a movie about
you.
You are turned-on nonchalance.
"I don't believe in anything."
OK, so what? You say you don't
read the Bible? OK to that too.
Read anything you want, man.
But you're turned-on. Music
you like. You can get really
P.O.'ed about a ·crummy glass.
You ean· be pretty worried about
a girl on the back of your car.
You can get hung up by a bad
concert or a good one. You can
test people and things (science
students, Time magazine) . You
can have a manager who can
rake in the bread real good. And
you can have friends.
We caught your grin when you
said you could sing like Caruso.
No, an anarchist wouldn't do
that.
You can sing, too. "It's AU
Right Ma, I'm Only Bleeding, Ho,
Ho, Ho." "The Times They Are
A'Changing.''
"Don't
'fhink
Twice, I'm All Right.''

Letters
Letteta are welcome, and ehould
be no longu than 250 words typewritten, double •Paced. Name, telephone n!lmber and addr.,.. must be
includcid, altb~uah name wiD he
withheld upon :requ..t.

Your fans will like you; your
non~fans Wlln't, but who knows,
you may convert a few anyway.
Only one thing, Bob. You're
there too much, Joan Baez and
Donavan were there too, you
know. And Alan Price of the Ani~
mals.
But we sincerely enjoyed
your home movie. Sixteen millimeter, right? We enjoyed counting how many holes it takes to

fill the Albert Hall. We enjoyed
watching your shop talk with other singers. We enjoyed seeing you
change your mind about applause.
We really enjoyed your conversations.
"Keep a good head and always
carry a lightbulb.'' OK, we'll try.
Your movie is good. You gave us
your heart, but not your soul, and
that's the way it should be anyway,

F.-iday,July 28,1967

Husband, Wife Team of Doraine, Ellis
To Perform Here August 3 at 8 p.m.
The color, glamour, drama, and
excitement of a Broadway opening night will come to the UNM
Concert Hall on Thursday, Aug.
3 at 8 p.m. when the Summer
Fare '67 presents the famous husband and wife musical team of
Doraine and Ellis.
Receiving high ratings from
critics everywhere, the Doraine
and Ellis "Costumed Cavalcade
of Broadway's Greatest Musical
Hits has been described as "ex~
cellent, brilliant, and memorable.
Doraine and Ellis have based
their work on their belief that
great American composers such
as Herbert, Kern, Berlin, Porter,
Gershwin, and Rodgers created a
·definite musical art form. The
performers have devoted their efforts to the interpretation of the
•music of these composers.
The Doraine and Ellis '})rogram
includes favorites from the scores
of "Oklahoma," "Annie Get Your
Gun,'' "Showboat," "The Music
Man,'' "My Fair Lady," "Camelot," "Hello Dolly,'' and many
others. The combination of outstanding costumes, personality,
and talent h~ve prompted many

Declines to Fight in VietNam
Dear editor:
.To me, the controversy over the
"Peace in Viet Nam" movement
has been polluted by a false misunderstanding that many people
have about the movement as a
whole. Many people have asserted
that those who refuse to fight in
Viet Nam are guilty of an allembracing pacifism. Many of
them, myself included, are not.
Q-I am being transferred to
Many of those who refuse to another location and am selling
fight in the Viet Nam war base my home on which I have a GI
their argument on the premise loan. The buyer is assuming my
that there is no reason to take a loan. Is it possible for me to be
riflle in hand and kill another per- released from liability 1
A-Yes. If the loan is current
son whom he doesn't even know,
and whom he doesn't even per- and the purchaser obligates himsonally dislike. Usually in war self by contract to purchase the
the only reason for killing the property and assume your liabilother guy is to protect your ity. The purchaser must also satcountry :£rom him; only if one isfy the VA that he is a good
fails to do this should he be label- credit risk. This release of liabilled a 'pacifist'. Hence, I must de- ity does not mean your GI home
cline from :fighting in Viet Nam loan entitlement is restored. Reunless the Viet Cong should hap- member, it is most important
pen to assalt the United States of that, before closing the deal1 you
America or one of its territories. notify the VA to get their approval of the buyer and to get
So far, they have not.
your release from liability.
Kenneth Mills

Veterans News

critics to refer to the performance
as "Broadway comes alive."
The performance is one in a
series in a transcontinental summer tour, and will be open to the
·public free of charge.

(Last week some guy want
thru with hla window rolled
down and he drove out with
our soft 'water)

UNM Groups Set
Trip to See 'Luv'
A special excursion to a professional matinee performance of
the Broadway comedy "Luv" by
the Santa Fe Theater Company
Sunday, August 6, is being sponsored by The Lobo, KUNM, the
campus FM radio station, and
the Union Activities Center.
Total cost, including bus transportation, theater tickets, and a
spaghetti dinner in Santa Fe
after the performance will be
about $4, Ken Gattas, Union acti~
vities director, said Wednesday.
Bu!:!ses will leave UNM about l
p.m., he said. Reservations may
be made by calling the Union
277-4706.
•
"Luv" stars Marilyn Chris,
James Broderick, and Paul C.
Thom11s. Miss Chris h11s appeared
in three other ,productions of the
Santa Fe Theater Company this
summer, and comes to New Mex~
ico after several years of performances on and off Broadway
and on television and in movies.
Broderick was recently seen in
"The Group." Thomas is the su.pcrvising director and one of the
founders of the group.
The Santa Fe Theater Company, the only resident theater company in New Mexico, was organized in 1966 to present the best
of the world's dramatic literature
at reasonable prices. 'fhe company performs in the Greer Garson
Theater on the College of Santa
Fe campus.
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English Poetry

Restaurant
(a~o$S from. the University)

OLD TOWN PLAZA
Central at Rio Grande NW
OldTown
Indian
Trading Post

Unusual Kitchen

Items

The
United

Nations
Center

The oldest Indian Snop "on the plaza
lpcated between Lo Placito and
La Hacienda Restaurants
We deal only in select

Indian Crllfts
242-6044

Contemporary
Southwestern
Crafts-ImportsObjects of Virtu

British Lecturer
To Speak Monday

August 2
~

We Make Your Date Special
Want to impress an "extra-special" date?
This is the place .•• your favorite drink
and our pleasant atmosphere, our goodtasting food all lend themselves to an
evening of extra~special enjoyment.

Pride Makes the Difference

It's the pride of a professional. Our
Managers, Chefs and Staff have a
funny thing about pride. Maybe it's
because we're ilill a young Com•
pon)l and there's a lot of enthusi·
asm. Or maybe it's because Tile
College Inn is such a new concept
in colleglote IMng that our people
find satisfaction in meeting the
challenges.

-·-

(Continued From Pagel)
The National Defense Education Act Institute~ have also accomplished much in their training programs for teaching English as a second language.
"Most important in solving bilingual problems is the general attitude toward the Srmnish. language. Among Spanish-speaking
people the language does not always have good status," Pascual
said.
"The Spanish that they speak
is often considered somehow inferior to English, the language
of the dominant culture. These
attitudes must be overcome completely before the problem can
be solved," Pascual said.

Be Sure to Visit Colorful ·

J.osephine Shasky

Gates of Spain
Spanish ·and Mexi~:an
Wrought Iron and Gifts
102 Romero

Y~_,a
INDIAN ARTS
ai>d

PAWN
2014 S, Plaza NW

The Most
Complete Line
of
Mexican Goods
in old town

Plaza
Primorosa

Shifts, Tents,
Square Dance Dresses

Emily Ann
Originals
Shop #2-Lo Hacienda Patio

Picnic Time

2004 5. Plaza NW
GIFTS

ET AL

N\odern-

•

.

Poscuol Working
For Bi-lingualism

Laurence David Lerner, instructor during the 1967 summer
session in the UNM Engli~h department, will speak on "English
Poetry Since 1945-With. Readings" on Monday, July 31, at
8 .p.m. on the Administration
Building patio.
The British professor has been
a lecturer and Reader in English
Literature at the Univ~rsity of
Sussex since 1962. During the fall
semester 1964-65, Lerner was a
visiting professor at the University of IlHnois. He will serve as.
visiting professor at the University of Dijon next term. He has
also held positions at the University of the Gold Coast, London
1University, Queen's Un;iversity
in Belfast, Earlham College in
Indiana, and the University of
Connecticut.

La Dolce Vito-byFranlcJacome

..
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Bring it Back!

Summer Fare Presents

•;

303 ASH ST_R!ET

One thing is certain-we all take
pride in achieving excellence, be
it in the way we prepare e1 maill
course for supper, help plan a special party or fbt a leaky fCIUC<It. Wfl ·
think you'll find that prid& will
make a real difference fl) you at The
College Inn.

243·2881

-Traditional

U.Band Presents
Its Final Concert
The UNM Summer Session
Band will present the last of
three free concerts at 8:15 p.m.
on Wednesday, August 2, in the
Concert Hall.
William E. Rhoads will conduct
the band, which is composed of
summer session students and
teachers from UNM and local
high school musicians.
Jane Robbins will perform a
solo concert piece for bassoon
written by Burrill Phi 11 i p s.
Ernest Kazmier will play the
"Adagio and Tarantella for Clar~
inet,'' by Ernesto Cavallini.
The program's highlights in~
elude a Brazilian Festival arranged by Howard Cable and
featuring "The Girl From lpanema," "Corcovado," and the
"One-Note· Samba."

Paper Piette Holders
Picnic Baskets
Bread Baskets
100's of Basket Items
for Picnic Use

Shop
Two Locations

Makers of
HandMade
Indian Jewelry
-oldtown-

Old Town Plazct
842-8022
5318 Menaul NE

265·5951

13 7?:1?1
t{YJ 34JW
Jl, "7"
ri;.c.f
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Opera Orchestra Called 'Flawless'
Makersot: ·
Hand.~c;le

..

'

! i·' 1

Indian JeWelry

--olcf

~
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The
Madrid Scene
e
e
e

the Art Gallery
the Pick and Shovel
Restaurant
the Mineshaft Tavern &
Dining room

THEATRE
Vaudeville Melodrama
at Madrid, N. M.
(and visit the old:ooal.mine
m~seum).;;

UNM. was honored last Friday piece consists of a recitation of a
with a performance in the Con· series of poems by the contemporcert Hall given by members of the ary English poet, Edith Sitwell,
internationally known Santa Fe with musical accompaniment by a
Opera Company .
small group. The main objection
Robert Baustian, musical ad· to this interpretation was that the
ministrator of the group, opened recitation was scarcely audible.
the program with an interpreta- Vera Zorina, the reciter, talked
tion of the Mozart Sinfonia Con· on and on while much of the audicertante in Eb Major for violin ence was unable to understand
and viola, Both soloists, Brenton what she was reciting. The fault
L11ngbein and Ottavio Corti, were was not with the performers,
very impressive but the outstand- however, but with the piece itself;
ing feature of the performance This work is traditionally hard to
was the flawless orchestral accom- perform.
paniment.
lmp.act in Accompaniment
Solos Decisive
The big esthetic impact lies in
The group served as a subtle the instrumental accompaniment
complement to the performers and as one becomes more and
but also were able to execute the more involved in the accompanisolo orchestral parts with author- ment, the reciter begins to sound
ity and precision. The cello and like an Italian soprano who sings
bass sections were particularly along in an exciting and esthetexcellent. Their playing was so cally appealing way but without
accurate that if it weren't for the annoying her English-speaking
full sound produced, one would audiences who don't understand
have thought that there was a word of Italian.
really only one instrument playThe second half of the program,
ing.
which featured a Bach Cantata
Jlecitation Inaudible
and the Verdi "Te Deum" gave
For the second number the or- the audience a chance to hear the
chestra was replaced by a small fine vocal performers th;l.t work
group who interpreted the "Fa- with the Santa Fe Opera, Featurcade" of William Walton. This ed were Saramae Endich, Helen

CAlliNG U.

Blow Your Mind
Tonight

Deepest Mine Shaft
The deepest continuous mine
shaft in the Western Hemisphere,
7,150 feet below ground level, is
eurrent1y being sunk at International Nickel's Creighton Mine in
the Sudbury District of Ontario.

BACIC

By M· PenJ1ebaker

with JOAN BAEZ
"Let them tell you
how it is"

Nickel Research
The world's largest and most
modern laboratory dedicated to
research on nickel and its alloys
is operatlld by International
Nickel at Sterling Forest, New
York.

Showtimes
6:45, 8:25, 10:00

Don Ptnelto't 2.0:1;:~ u.

r·--.. , Listen to KUNM
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

t

2 JOO Contra! E., Albuquorque, Now Morico
Phone 242-0096

Your Tuaco Stat Dealer

~~tudent:s Study
Teacher Survey

TBUIDBIBZID
SWZM-G TI.C:
2023 CDLVMBlA DllVI U.

Complete Wardrobe

By MELISSA HOWARD

Swimming
Diving
Gymnastics

for Tall & P!>tite
figures

·New Fall
Fashions
Arriving. Daily

)

i

I
)

I

·Poolside Parties, Sauna Baths, Adult
o& Children L$ssans, Adull Swimming
Time each Afternoon, Snack Bar,
Shade Trees

I

Open Until October

Call or Stop By
Opposite the Sunport
East of Yale ·

TBUHDE!lSlllD . SWlM-&n

'

Telephone 247-SG77.

You Have "Arrived"
•:'
..,..
with a
·t''!~·t··'.l·"l

CLASSIFIED ADVEUTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER storage during the awnmer. Insured and bonded. Also type.
writer sales & service, all makes, with
20% discount with this ad. Free l'ickup
& delivery. E & E Typewriter ServicP,
2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·0~8&.
HELP WANTED
GIRLS ovel' 18 wanted to demonstrate
New Cosmetic linc, C<lmplete training.
Parttime or full time income will de·
Pend on you. Call Mr. Telles 3·7 p.m.
!or appointment, Monday thru Friday.
Phone 255..0413. 7/14-8/4.
TEACHERS wanted, Southwest, entire
West and Alaska. Salaries $5400 up, Free
r<mistration, Southwest Teachcl'8 Agency, 1303 C<!ntral Ave. NE.
FULL TIME-PART TIME

.

•

'•,~

I I I I

Suitcase Stereo
with
Garrard Changer,
Pi~kering Magnetie Cartridg11,
Solid State Amplifier,
Famous KLH Speakers,
5-year Warranty.
(also in walnut module models)

only $199.95
Model"ll"
Portable Stereo Phonograph

SOUND by
3011 Monte Vista NE

near the University

G!.ds ~vcr 18 for- NeW Line: N~w Tralh-

ing: Extra bigh pay: Can he supervisor

In 2 months. Minimum pay $100. per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 2554641. 7/7-8/4..

70,000 Evaluations
In this way professors could
obtain detailed information in addition to the total evaluation; for
example, data could be used to
compare rankings given to the
same professor by A, B, and C
students, or by majors and nonmajors.
A maximum of 70,000 evaluations could be received from the
students in the 2400 classes
taught each semester. This large
number of respondents forced
Harrington and Beauchamp to
choose an "autocoder" computer.
"One of the most interesting
features of the study was trying
to choose between ·the autocoder
and the four-trend computer,"
Harrington said.

Eckert s'·lnc.

FOR SALE
BSA MOTORCYCLE 850 c:e 1955 Model,
B-40. SS 90. In perfect condition. Call
255-8436 after 5 p.m. 7/28, 8/4.
'58 SHEVROLET. Standard OD w/Hurst.
288 VB. Tudor. Excellent gas and oil
mileage. Sharp. Call 242-0267 after 9:30
l'.m.
weekdan,
242-0881
Sundan.
7/21, 28.

At University Heights is open Friday night until 8 o'clock.

Savings up

1966 2-dr. Volvo. Exeellcnt condition. AMFM l'adlo, Call 277-2214 or 242-4354. '1/14
FOR REN'l
SUMMElR COOLNESS with roorru~ of lux·
ury: swimming pool nnd central air•
conditioning. Graduate and undergrad•
uatc men and women. "THEJ COLLEGE:
INN" 303 Ash NE. 243·288L

50% on odds and ends.

to

Bed trays
Ashtrays
Dinnerware
Lampshades

Lamps
Mugs
Stools
Place Mots

Decorative Pillows
Smoking Stands
Decorative Scrolls
Waste Baskets

CAIRD~NORRIS Realty rents:

SPECIAL: Furished one-room efficiency,
utlliti"" included with bath and galley
kitchen, all for $55 including utilities.
Private entrance.
EFFICii'lNCY apartments, 1 block w""t
ol UNM, $79.60 to $85, all utiliti"" paid.
Sotne with improvements. Furnisbcdt ofl'atreet Parldng.
Call SAM COOPER, 265-8571. eVenings
842-8280. '1/28, 8/4.
F'URNISHEt> bolllle :for unt. Two bd.
l'ms. & basement. Separate dining
room. Near UniV£'l'Bity. Call 26&-4413 or
265-6969. 6/30; 7/7, 14.
PERSONALS
Call DAVID · BAALL for an Import or
Sports Car. IMPORTS LTD. SUi Wyom•
ing SE. 265·6048. 7/21, 28 ~ 8/4.

ECKERTS' INC.
3225 Central Ave.

NE

Autocoder Is Faster
The autocoder can produce
final data much more quickly than
the four-trend, although it is more
complicated to program, he said.
The efficiency of the dataprocessing equipment·would make
it possible for individual professors to program their own evaluations, asking questions not included in the broad areas studied
in the general evaluation, llar•
rington said.
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AT MIGHTNIGHT
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Success Is Shown
In New Programs
For U. Freshmen
I

About 457 members and parents of members of the class of
1971 attended the first five of ten
scheduled freshmen orientation
programs on the UNM campus
during the last two weeks.
The orientation sessions, designed to acquaint students and
parents with college life and with
the requirements and facilities of
UNM, has "had a positive indication of success. We are on the
Vol. 70
right track," Dean of Students
Harold Lavender said this week.
Parents Enthusiastic
"The parents are more than
enthusiastic and the feedback is
gratifying," Lavender said.
"The parents are most inter1lsted in individualized services
and academic policies:• said Dr.
William Huber, director of the
University College.
"We are doing a public relaEditor's note: Frank Speltz is
tions job, trying to inform par· a staff member pf the Washingents of UNM's faelilities and pre- ton Free Press, in which tihs
vent future misunderstandings," article first appeared in slightly
Huber said.
longer form.
Many Took EPE
By FRANK SPELTZ
Many. incoming freshmen took
Collegiate Press Service
advantage of the opportunity to
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)take the English Proficiency ExI'm
prejudiced-against homosexamination early, he said. The
uals.
students were advised to study
So are you. Admit it. When two
class schedules and catalogues
men
walk past you on the street,
and begin planning their course
band in hand, something grabs
programs.
"The students have received you in your guts and you sudthe program very well.'' Huber denly feel very uncomfortable.
said. They were most concerned Why? Why should love between
about University policies and two human beings tum you otf?
regulations and participated ac- Or don't you think them capable
tively in individual and group of love as you know it?
Both the police and the Matcounselling sessions, he said.
tachine Society, a group which
Discussions Held
attempts to inform the public
TJte orientation programs be- about homosexuals, estimate the
gin with a one-hour general dis- homosexual population of Washcussion for parents and students ington, D.C., at a quarter of a milled by the deans of men and wom- lion. Sociologists maintain that
en.
ten per cent of any city's nonLater the students meet Asso- juvenile population is Jikely to be
ciated Students President John homosexual.
Thorson and other campus leadLarge Minority
ers for a question and · answer
Next
to
Negroes, homosexuals
session, while the parents meet are America's
largest minoritywith Lavender.
15 million, to be approximate. So
Parents Meet Huber
every tenth stranger you pass on
University College administra- thll street has a life style and
tors next discuss their services emotional makeup entirely dift'erand regulations applying to be- ent from yours.
ginning students. Parents then
I've . long realized, in a vague
meet with Huber and others, sort of way, that something hapwhile the students have· individual pens to me when I'm confronted
counselling sessions at the 'Uni· with hotnosexuality~usually 1 atversity College.
tempt to remain. aloof and ignore
The sixth orientation program it, hoping it will not "affect" me.
was held Thursday and others are Often I even make remarks to my
planned for Aug. 9, 11, 14, and 16. "masculine" friends about how
Incoming freshmen may still sign "disgusting" it is. .I even find
up to attend,
that I use derogatory nicknames
equivalent to "nigger" and "kike''

Union Will, Somp··fe Student Opinion

12100·200
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124 Washington SE
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"Lapis"
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Mc:Adams to Meet
UNM plans to send Senator
Jim McAdams to the National
Student Association convention
this month to attend meetings on
teacher-evaluation. A student and
faculty committee has investigated the possibility of continuing a student-government-sponsored evaluation next year using
facilities in the Data Processing
Center and the College of Business Administration.

"Thick Pucker"

"A Movie"

l.e..-u..o.~"K-"1-illl~li--111-••-••-~~•-.-f.
,.\l~·• .,.,

''Hold Me While I'm •• /'

Consult

f

r-,•·,.'1{4>1-.•

Fihn Trip #1

'If You Have a Problem
·Regarding Your
. Cu.rriculum
Or Your Career • • •

.

rage bracket who give a low, tnedium, or high rating on several
attributes to professors in each
class, Harrington said this week.
Mark-Sense Cards Used
The evaluation results could be
collected on "mark-sense" computer cards distributed in classes,
Harrington said. The cards would
be hand-marked and machinescored. The process is similar to
that used in last. year's Student
Senate elections. The cards would
be voided if more than one answer was recorded for a question
and the evaluations would not be
recorded unless the student responding was enrolled in the professor's class at that time.
A sample evaluation result
could record responses to five
questions or attributes, each with
three broad classifications of answers. The final results include the
classification, major field, and college of each student responding,
but f!Ot the student's name; the
number of students in a class;
their sex, grade in the class, and
grade-point average.

Psychedelic

!

A workable program for collating and processing data
from a teacher-evaluation survey has been developed this
summer by two UNM College of Business Administration
students.
Pat Harrington and Dick Beauchamp, the two students
working on the evaluation project, will submit final reports
to the College of Business Administrati9n on Aug. 7.
Students' evaluation of their professors can be handled in
much the same way as the professors' records of students1
grades. The final evaluation results could record the percentage of students in each class grade or grade-point ave-

I

REDUCED UNM
STUDENT RATES

95-Winrock Center

WANT ADS

FRIDAY: Film Fare: "The Time
Machine"; Union Theater; 6
and 8 p.m. Admission 25 cents.
MONDAY: Lecture Under the
Stat·s: "English Poetry Since
1945-With Readings"; Laurence Lerner; Administration
Building patio; 8 p.m. Free.
TUESDAY: Film Classics: "The
Caine Mutiny"; Union Theater;
6 'and 8 p.m. Admission 25
cents.
WEDNESDAY: Summer Band
Concert; Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Free.
Bridge Tournament; Union.
THURSDAY: Summer Fare
Special: Doraine and Ellis;
Concert Hall; 8 p.m. Free.

aoa·•film

Vavni, Charles Bressler, Peter
Harrower and the chorus of the
Opera.
The powerful Verdi piece was
an exciting conclusion for a great
program. Friday night'!! audience
certainly had a memorable listening experience.

v

Student opinion about present
and future needs of the New Mex~
ieo Union will be sampled in questionnaires to be distributed to the
Student Senate and the Union
Board next month, Union Director
William Bierbo.um said this week.
. The results of the question' ~ ~ ,naire,' and lnliUY additional suggestions, will ~ printed and dis·

No.8 Summer

15,000,000 Men Poets Must Seek
Pick Gay World Dif!erentlopics,

;::t~)or!hi~aE~~1::ry~~

start at the beginning.
tributed to students in November,
All over Washington there are
he said. ·
conununities of h()moseJ~:uals, livThe Union is continuing to plan ing tottether for the same reasons
for expansion of Union facilities, hippie~~ or radicals do: econotny,
improvement of existing facil- cameradet'ie, security. I visited a
ities, and additiol'l ot new fea· "ghetto" community, retnarkably
tures. "When the plans are de- well-integrated racially, where
veloped, .hoJtefuUy the funds: will • about twelve homosexuals Jive.
be a'Ynilable :fl'otn some 'liourcer ' 1 1 · ' , c · ' R'ecetved Op(mJy
Bierbaum said.·
''
1 'wtis 'recMve'd with openness

and infinite patience, as I blurted
out all those "do Negroes tan in
the sun" questions: "Do you sleep
with each other much?" ''Where
do you buy your dresses?" ".Why
don't you change your sex if you
don't like it?"
lt turned out that all us
"straight" people wonder the
same things about homosexuals,
because all of us have the same
sexual fantasies and stereotypes.
Of course, they don't sleep to•
gether much. They countered with
a query as to how often we sleep
together at the Free Press. Same
answer, same tone of voice.
Homosexuals buy their dresses
where your girl friends buy
theirs, stupid-in a boutique, you
know, a dress shop. Why, the Paraphernalia in New York City
sets aside two hours a week especially for men.
Stores Cooperate
Eagerly I empathized with
(Continued on pa,ge 8)

Here Aug.

9~ I I

VISTA Workers

Seek Volunteers
Volunteers in Service to America will be recruiting on the UNM
campus Aug. 9-11. The Academy Award-winning film ''A Year
Towards Tomorrow" will be
shown at 4:30 on Aug. 9 and 10
in Room 231 B-C ()f the Union •
The film, narrated by Paul
Newman, describes exp.eriences
of VISTA volunteers on an Indian reservation and in Atlanta,
Ga. The 111m will be followed by
a discussion led by the volunteers.
VISTA volunteers from the
New"Mexico area will set up an
information booth in the Union
lobby. Application blanks will be
available. Prospective volunteers
applying next week will be notified of their acceptance by the end
of August,
·"Expanding programs have
caused a definite need for intensive t•ecruiting of new volunteers,
and New Mexico bas been a good
source for VISTA workers," Vi~:-~
· ginia Schram, a VISTA· ofliefal,
said this week.
· ···

ClaimS Dr. Lerner

By MELISSA HOWARD
The modern poet in search of
subject. matter is cut oft' from
poetry's traditional huge, uncomfortable subjects by the secure
world in which he lives, a British
scholar and poet said Monday
night in the summer's final Lecture Under the Stars.
"A poet must find something in
himself or imagine something
which is outside his experience; .
he must create a violent time out
of his imagintion/' said Laurence
Lerner, a Visiting professor of
English at UNM this summer.
Poets Are Limited
Not all modern poets directly
reflect their own environment because a poet's duty to his art as
well as to his community limits
his ability to respond subjectively
to his surroundings, Lerner said.
"The poet attempts to deal
with the disquieting nature of
the world we live in by generaliz•
ing and universalizing a specific
idea. Poets are aware that the
.rest of the world is not secure
and they seek to find within themselves the equivalents of the violence outside/' he said,
Subject Matter Lacking
Modern English poetry' is characterized by an abundance of good
technique but a shortage of subject matter, Lerner said. He cited
Keith Douglass, George Macbeth,
Sylvia Plath,
H. Auden, and
T. H. Hughes as poets who have
attempted to universalize th~w
subject tnatter. ·
Science fiction is one method
of universalizing, Lerner said. He
read Macbeth's "Bedtime Story',"
a haunting account of the ac•
ci~ental murder of the last human being by a band of missionary-soldiers from another world.
Death Portrayed
"Lady Lazarus,'' by Sylvia
Plath, blends a personal account
of a series of unsuccessful suicide
attempts with the evocation of the
horrible success of Nazi mass-extermination techniques. The universal theme of death is dually
portrayed, as the violqnce within
the mind of th~ D!lrratj)r matches
•the violence- of war, Lerner 'llll.id.
Di'!tuchbuint from· the· world
(Continued On Page 6) ·
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